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Meituan’s deals-on-wheels

A delivery man with Meituan-Dianping dresses up as the company mascot –
his employer just got a lot bigger with Mobike acquisition
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The O2O wars intensify
How China’s biggest tech start-ups are gobbling each other up

Ant and the elephant: at $150 billion, Ant Financial is China’s most valuable start-up
nicorns are supposed to be rare
beasts. Mythical, in fact. But according to a study in March by an
affiliate of the Ministry of Science
and Technology and a Beijing consultancy, there are at least 164 unicorns in China. Of course, these are
not of the horned equestrian variety but are private companies in
China with a valuation of $1 billion
or more. The 164 corporate unicorns
are worth a collective $628 billion
calculates the study.
This week there was news that
Ant Financial – the biggest Chinese
unicorn of them all – is in talks for a
private fundraising that could see
the four year-old firm’s valuation
jumping to about $150 billion. Ant
operates Alipay, one of China's
largest payment platforms. It is also
a third-owned by Alibaba, and another feature in the recent unicorn
study is that Alibaba has invested in
the largest number – 29 of them,
followed closely by Tencent with 26.
That’s no great surprise. The two

U

tech giants have interests in so
many different industries that it is
virtually impossible to publish an
edition of WiC without mentioning
them. And their reach is extending
as they explore new ways of doing
business – a trend that prompted
each of them to make a move on
two more of China’s unicorns earlier this month.

What were the two takeovers in
the news?
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Meituan-Dianping – an all-in-one
app for food delivery, movie tickets, restaurant reviews and group
discounts, with nearly 300 million
customers – was valued at $30 billion in its most recent funding
round in 2017.
Last week it swooped for Mobike,
paying $2.7 billion (excluding debt)
for the bike sharing firm. The deal
is said to have been brokered by
Pony Ma, chief executive of Tencent, which backs both companies.
Mobike’s main rival is Ofo, in

which Alibaba is a major investor.
And also this month there was news
that Alibaba was taking full control
of food delivery firm Ele.me, the
main rival to Meituan’s food delivery service, in a buyout that values
Ele.me at $9.5 billion.
The food delivery sector is expecting more than Rmb300 billion
($45 billion) in revenues this year,
more than double last year’s sales,
according to forecasts from Meituan.
Much of the media coverage of
the two transactions has focused
on the clash between Alibaba and
Tencent, in light of the bitter rivalry that is driving their dealmaking. Companies the size of Mobike
and Ele.me are simply being swallowed up.
“Mobike had insisted on an independent path, but little fish cannot
eat big fish. In China, start-ups cannot stay away from the giants forever,” Wang Xiaofeng, Mobike’s chief
executive, lamented at the board
meeting that approved the sale, re1
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ported CBN, a newspaper.

So this is more about Alibaba versus Tencent?
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The bitter competition between
China’s e-commerce pioneer and its
leader in social media and gaming is
now well understood. Tencent takes
top spot with its WeChat messaging
app, delivering a billion users with
trillions of hours spent online. In
online marketplaces Alibaba is
ahead and its affiliate Alipay is the
bigger name in mobile payments,
although Tencent’s WeChat Pay has
been catching up fast (see WiC403).
Despite the different starting
points, the two tech giants are converging on the same destination: an
ecosystem that captures all their
customers’ spending. The idea is to
keep the other out – which is why
buyers on Alibaba’s marketplaces
can’t use Tencent’s payment service,
and why links from Alibaba’s e-commerce platforms won’t work in the
WeChat environment.
Something similar is starting to
happen in traditional stores: last
week we reported how Wal-Mart has
dropped Alipay in favour of WeChat
Pay in western China.
In the Mobike deal Meituan is
taking control of a brand that is yet
to post a profit. A former manager
at the firm told Quartz last week
that it needs each of its bikes to
generate four rides a day to get into
the black and that they are getting
less than two trips per bike at the
moment.
But beyond the rental revenue
and the potential for advertising,
bike-sharing companies also promote mobile payments and collect
user data that can support other internet-enabled transportation. Purchases of platforms like these are
part of a wider struggle for commercial control, and not just for an
edge in bike rental or food delivery.
“As one of the most frequently
used applications, food delivery is

In the dock: Meituan has just gobbled up Mobike
the single most important entry
point in the local services sector,”
Daniel Zhang, Alibaba’s chief executive, told staff in an email after
swooping on Ele.me. “We can already see that a vast, multi-dimensional local instant delivery network
formed through a food delivery
service will be an essential piece of
the commerce infrastructure.”
The bigger picture is a battleground in which Alibaba and Tencent
are closing the gap between sales online and in traditional retail outlets,
shops and restaurants. Described as
‘new retail’ by Alibaba, and ‘smart retail’ by Tencent, the two strategies are
effectively the same: going after the
large majority of the population
which still buys its goods from
bricks-and-mortar stores.
The model is to use online channels to grab offline sales – as a consequence the takeover trail in O2O
(online-to-offline) has been frantic.
In a small sample Alibaba has acquired stakes in Suning, a massive
electronics retailer; Intime, a department store chain; and Sun Art
Retail, a supermarket chain, while
Tencent has put money into Wanda
Group, a mall operator; and
Yonghui and Betterlife, two supermarket chains. Tencent is also the
biggest shareholder in JD.com, Alibaba’s main rival in e-commerce,
which has announced plans to open

a million convenience stores over
the next five years.
The tech giants are also doubling
down on the data that the sales
process provides, with a growing
belief in the commercial virtues of
new reams of customer information for targeted marketing and
cross-selling.
The same thinking applies to the
bid for Mobike. “Mobike has a lot of
‘short-distance’ data and these
travel insights can be blended with
the ‘new retail’ landscape in what is
seen as the ‘three-kilometre’ battleground”, Wang Ruchen, a financial
commentator, told Beijing Youth
Daily.
The message is similar from Alibaba, which previously delegated
deliveries from its online platforms
to third-party partners. The new bet
on O2O means it must invest more
in its own fulfillment capabilities
and the Ele.me deal opens up the
food platform’s infrastructure in
urban districts. In effect, Alibaba
has just added three million more
delivery people to a distribution
model that already promises quickfire fulfillment in 20 core cities
across the country.

What about Meituan? Is its war
with Didi Chuxing?
Wang Xing, Meituan’s boss, would
bridle at descriptions of his com3
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pany as a pawn in a bigger game between Alibaba and Tencent. He runs
a company that is ranked 5th in the
recently published list of 164 Chinese unicorns. Along with Toutiao –
the go-to app for 700 million Chinese to read and share news – and
Didi Chuxing – the country’s dominant Uber-esque car ride-hailing
service – it makes up the ‘TMD’ trio
now classed just a notch below the
more established Tencent, Alibaba
and Baidu ‘BAT’ troika (Didi comes
2nd on the unicorn list, while
Toutiao is in the 7th position).
Didi and Meituan are both focusing on joining the top table and the
struggle between them to get there
is going to be monumental. By taking control of Mobike, Meituan has
put itself in pole position to challenge Didi’s plan to promote itself
as a ‘mobility’ platform with ridesharing, bike-sharing and car rental
options.
But both firms are also taking
aim at each other’s core businesses,
with Didi trying to get a foothold in
food delivery and Meituan making
its own move into ride-sharing (see
WiC396).
Services through Meituan’s ridehailing app have just started in
Shanghai and the plan is to go national, with invitations to customers to register for the app in
other launch locations including
Chengdu, Hangzhou and Wenzhou.
In fact Didi’s dominance of the
ride sharing business since driving
out Uber two years ago (see WiC336)
has turned it into a target. Ctrip –
the country’s leading online travel
platform – has also just announced
that it has a licence to start a ridehailing business in Tianjin, while
AutoNavi, Alibaba’s mapping unit,
says it has been given the green
light for a similar franchise in
Chengdu and Wuhan.
The likely outcome is a savage
round of fare discounting. Meituan
has been wooing drivers with a

Planet China
Strange but true stories from the new China
NO BUTTS. Everyone wants clean streets, but has the government of
Shaanxi’s capital Xi’an taken things a bit too far? That was the question
both media and netizens were asking this month after Legal Daily reported
on punishments being doled out to the city’s street cleaners. The lowly
paid workers are distraught over a fining system which docks money from
their salaries if inspectors find more than five cigarette butts in the area
they are responsible for cleaning.
A reporter with Legal Daily spoke to one emotional cleaner who said she
had been fined Rmb50 that day, and no longer dared to drink even a
“mouthful of water” as she tried to scour her area to find cigarette butts.
The newspaper surveyed 102 cleaners in the city and found that 35 had
been fined. More than two thirds were over 50 years-old and their monthly
salaries were less than Rmb3,000. The biggest monthly fine anyone had
received was Rmb200, with Rmb5 per cigarette butt common.
The debate online was whether it was right for these poorer members of
society to be so heavily punished for the littering of the city’s millions of
smokers. “Only by imposing fines on those who throw cigarette butts can
the phenomenon be curbed,” noted one netizen, adding “It lacks humanity
to only penalise the cleaners.”

lower cut of the fares than Didi,
while AutoNavi says that it won’t
take any fees from drivers who support it during the start-up period.
Didi typically charges commissions of up to 10% from each journey and although its executives
have countered that the price-cutting won’t work for the new entrants over the longer run, they also
admit that newcomers will destabilise the wider market. “We would
like to thank Meituan for subsidising its users and growing the market alongside Didi,” its regional
director Sun Shu joshed on WeChat
in an initial attempt to make light
of the situation. “But the subsidies
are abnormally high, and they will
lead to unofficial usage and fake orders, which will cause great harm to
the entire industry.”
In food delivery it is Didi that is
doing the damage after claiming
victory in a recruitment campaign
for drivers in its opening market of
Wuxi that secured more than a
third of food deliveries in the city
after just three days of business.

However, this land grab also
comes at a cost: Didi has been offering monthly pay of Rmb10,000 to
deliverymen in Wuxi, the local
media reports, compared to the
Rmb6,000 salaries from Meituan in
similar cities.

A case of winner takes all?
Meituan’s staff are said to have
steeled themselves for the struggle
with the slogan “Take Down Ele.me,
Wipe Out Didi”. Yet price wars like
these were the backdrop to the
merger of Tencent-backed Didi and
Alibaba-backed Kuaidi three years
ago at a time when both were chasing customers with discounted fares
(see WiC272). Alibaba’s favoured
group discount site Meituan
merged with Tencent-supported
restaurant reviewer Dianping to create Meituan-Dianping for similar
reasons (see WiC300).
In each case the tech giants came
to a deal after their candidates
burned through billions of yuan in
trying to tempt customers. Now the
truce seems to be fragmenting as
4
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they fight for prime position in the
O2O world through proxies like
Meituan and Ele.me.
Another intriguing question is
whether the winner of these wars
could eventually pose a challenge to
their major investors.
Back in bike-sharing, there were
rumours last year that Mobike was
set to merge with Ofo, before reports that the proposal had collapsed after concerns from other
shareholders that Didi would become too powerful if the two firms
tied up.
Relations between Ofo and its
shareholder Didi are now said to be
strained, and Didi has rolled out its
own bike-sharing platform within its
ride-hailing app in what looks like a
move to constrain Ofo’s growth.
Significantly, fellow shareholder
Alibaba made a move to increase its
own stake in Ofo, when it led another round of financing last
month (see WiC401).
Another possibility is that
Meituan comes into conflict with
WeChat, the ‘do everything’ app
that serves as the fulcrum for Ten-

cent’s portfolio.
After all, Meituan is championing a service that meets the daily
needs of its customers. “Our services are location-based, that’s why
we want our products to cover all aspects of life,” Chen Shaohui, its senior vice president for strategy,
confirmed earlier this year in an interview. Chen is also committed to
moving quickly into new areas. “We
are very open to seeing what works.
In any business we get into, we’ll
start small. If it works, then we go
big,” he promises.
“Meituan is becoming a significant force in itself. Yes, it still belongs to the Tencent camp. But
within camps, Meituan is also trying to build its own ecosystem,”
Zhou Xin, president of Beijingbased consultancy Jkinvest Bigdata
told Bloomberg.
That means that managing the
relationship with Meituan is going
to be an important task for Tencent
executives. WeChat Pay handles the
majority of payments from
Meituan’s customers at the moment, for instance. Meituan’s pay-

ment tool is handling about a fifth
of transactions and if it has ambitions for more, it could clash with
its investor.
None of this is likely to turn Tencent away from its strategy of betting on most of the field in the O2O
story (our report about secondhand cars last week highlighted
how it has stakes in most of the
main online marketplaces, for example).
Its investment in Didi could provide a little leverage with Meituan
too, although backing both horses
may turn out to be expensive if Didi
and Meituan throw billions of yuan
into their own battle over ride-sharing and food delivery.
On the other hand, it means that
both firms will have fewer resources
to tussle more directly with Tencent. Unlike its more illustrious investor, Meituan is nowhere near
profitable, despite revenues more
than doubling to $5.4 billion last
year, according to Reuters. But don’t
bet against Tencent going for a full
takeover if Meituan moves more
quickly towards profit. n

Tariffs on flamethrowers?

Illustration: Ming

As Bloomberg has pointed out, “When you export half a
trillion bucks worth of stuff to the US, there’s bound to
be some unusual items in the mix.” The news agency
and other media sources last week pored through the
Trump administration’s list of Chinese imports which are
set to be targeted with 25% tariffs. Among the hundreds
of items there are quite a few that have people
scratching their heads. Who knew that American
consumers were buying items from China like flame
throwers and fetal bovine serum? And in the age of
Apple Music and Spotify it seems strange that the US
Trade Representative’s Office thinks it is worth slapping
tariffs on music cassette tapes – a product more
associated with the 1980s. Other unusual items
included on the tariff list: rocket launchers (if for private
use), “haymaking machinery other than mowers” and
nuclear reactors.

Bloomberg reported that the USTR said the list was
compiled after analysts at US government agencies
“identified items that benefit from Chinese industrial
policies” or are “likely to cause disruption to the US
economy”.

5
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Back from the brink?
The major news items from China this week were...

Wall Street shares rebounded sharply on Tuesday
when Chinese leader Xi Jinping said that Beijing
would lower tariffs on imported cars and improve intellectual property protection, steps that could reduce
trade tensions. Donald Trump sounded pleased too,
tweeting: “Very thankful for President Xi of China’s kind
words on tariffs and automobile barriers... also, his enlightenment on intellectual property and technology
transfers. We will make great progress together!”

1

But the BBC reported that Chinese investment in the
US had fallen by more than 90% in 2017 from the year
before, citing joint studies by the National Committee on
US-China Relations and the Rhodium Group. Chinese
firms completed $29 billion worth of investment in the
US last year, down 35% from a record year in 2016, the report found. But the 2017 figure was actually "propped up
significantly" by deals carried over from the previous
year. If transactions announced prior to 2017 are excluded, the value of completed deals fell by 74%.

2

China is now home to the world’s highest-valued AI
start-up after SenseTime, a company founded four
years ago, announced a $600 million investment round.
TechCrunch reports that the round values SenseTime at
over $4.5 billion. The company’s CEO Xu Li said he would
deploy the capital to expand his firm’s presence overseas and “widen the scope for more industrial application of AI”. Alibaba was the round’s biggest investor.

3

People's Bank of China Governor Yi Gang
The China Securities Regulatory Commission said
on Wednesday that daily quotas for each of the
Shanghai-Hong Kong and Shenzhen-Hong Kong connects will be increased by a factor of four, rising to
Rmb42 billion (US$6.7 billion) from Rmb10.5 billion, and
Rmb52 billion from Rmb13 billion, respectively. The
move was part of a commitment to opening up more of
China’s financial sector to foreign investment, unveiled
by Yi Gang, the new governor of the central bank, at the
Boao Forum for Asia in Hainan.

4

SAPPRFT, the media regulator, has issued another
warning to the company behind Toutiao, the mobile
app that uses artificial intelligence to customise news
feeds for individual users. The $30 billion unicorn was
instructed to sanitise content on all of its apps and shut
down Neihan Duanzi, a platform for sharing viral
videos. Its short video app, Douyin, was also suspended
this week for a “complete system upgrade”.

5

Wang Changlin, vice president of an influential
think-tank at the National Development and Reform
Commission, was quoted in Xinhua claiming that American tariffs on $50 billion of Chinese exports would
barely dent the country’s growth. Wang said that the domestic market and other export destinations could pick
up the slack. Tariffs on steel, aluminium and chemicals
don’t matter much, he said, because China doesn’t sell
many of these items to the Americans. n

6
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Screen idol: SenseTime’s co-founder Xu Chiheng
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Into the fast lane
Battery maker CATL jumps IPO queue to fund production expansion

oming after a year of frenetic
fundraising in 2017, China’s IPO
market saw far fewer new listings in
the first quarter this year – suggesting that Beijing’s perennial balancing act between pursuing growth
and managing financial risks had
reverted to the latter.
While 37 companies managed to
sell their shares to the public in the
first quarter – versus 134 a year ago
– 339 firms are still waiting for regulatory clearance. But the delay does
not seem to have perturbed one
contender, whose ambitions to
power the world’s electric vehicles
saw it jump the IPO approval queue
at record speed.
On April 5, Ningde-based EV cell
maker Contemporary Amperex
Technology, or CATL, got the nod to
raise Rmb13.1 billion ($2 billion) from
floating a tenth of its shares on
Shenzhen’s ChiNext Board.
The news went public just 24 days
after CATL’s listing application was
made. That compared to the previous record holders Taipei-based Foxconn Industrial Internet (36 days)
and Shanghai-based biotech company WuXi AppTec (50 days).
By contrast the majority of applicants – particularly property firms –
wait years rather than weeks for
their green light.
Market insiders say the fast
tracking of CATL’s listing reflects a
broader policy shift: Beijing’s commitment to its “Made in China
2025” strategy. The goal is to create
highly competitive players in areas
that can vault China up the global
value chain. The sectors include robotics, driverless cars, clean energy

C

Favoured by policymakers
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and advanced microchips – and
companies in these industries can
expect an easier pathway to the capital markets.
CATL is deemed crucial to China’s
goals of dominating the EV industry.
"Whoever controls the lithium supply chain will control the future of
the electric vehicle space," Simon
Moores, managing director at research firm Benchmark Mineral Intelligence, told CNN Money. And
that’s the great hope for CATL, which
is banking on a $1.6 billion new facility at its headquarters in Ningde
and emerging as the world’s biggest
EV battery cell maker.
Around 68% of the finance for
the plant will come from CATL’s upcoming IPO, and it will help to quintuple CATL’s output and boost its total capacity to at least 41 gigawatt
hours (GWh) a year when it is completed in 2020, according to
Bloomberg. By comparison, Tesla’s
Gigafactory in Nevada will have an
annual production capacity of 35 gigawatt hours.
“Panasonic, LG and Samsung still
lead on quality, but CATL will be the
top volume producer and then, over
time, its quality will increase. My
expectation is that CATL will end up

in Western vehicles,” Moores told
the Financial Times.
Last year CATL invested €30 million in a 22% stake in Valmet Automotive, a Finnish engineering company that assembles cars for
Mercedes-Benz. It also has one of
its three research and development
centres in Berlin. At home, it is already the biggest supplier to foreign-branded EVs (think Volkswagen, BMW, Hyundai, Toyota and the
like), largely thanks to rules – see
WiC334 – that privilege locally produced batteries. (New regulatory
requirements are also forcing manufacturers to make sure that onefifth of the cars on China’s roads
are electric-powered by 2025.)
Warren Buffett-backed BYD is
CATL’s main local rival but until recently it only made batteries for its
own vehicles.
That enabled CATL – which sells
to all car brands – to displace the
Shenzhen-based firm as the nation’s
market leader with a 21% share in
the battery market in the first half of
2017, according to local consultancy
RealLi Research.
With its roots in rechargeable battery maker Amperex Technology –
originally part of TDK (until the
Tokyo-based firm exited two years
ago) and a supplier for Apple’s iPods
and iPhones – CATL was spun-off
but still likes to emphasise its heritage of Japanese quality assurance.
But what really differentiates
CATL is its aggressive procurement
of cobalt, a key ingredient for
lithium-ion batteries, which has
been soaring in price in conjunction
with rising expectations for the EV
7
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market (when WiC first touched on
the theme of Chinese cobalt demand in WiC329 the price was
$26,500 a tonne; The Economist reported last month that prices had
reached $90,000 a tonne).
In October 2016 CATL signed a
four-year agreement with mining
company Glencore to secure 20,000
tonnes of cobalt products, Reuters
reported. It also signed an alliance
with Shenzhen-listed GEM, which
has also secured access to a third of
Glencore’s expanded cobalt output
over the next three years.
Ivan Glasenberg, Glencore’s CEO
told a conference in Lausanne in
March that car manufacturers had
yet to realise how “tight” the cobalt
supply is. “The motor car industry
hasn’t woken up to the fact, I don’t
think, how important cobalt is,” he
said. “The Chinese will have most of
the offtake of cobalt. They’re not going to sell batteries to the world,
more than likely they’ll produce batteries in China and sell electric vehicles to the world.”
Meanwhile, Robin Zeng Yuqun,
the 49 year-old engineer who built
both Amperex and CATL and remains chairman of CATL with a
29.23% stake, is poised to become
the richest man in Fujian. Going
public will give the seven year-old
firm a valuation of $20 billion, topping that of many of its clients, including local carmaker BAIC.

Ones for
the future
More electric car start-ups
hina has no shortage of electric
vehicle (EV) brands and they all
seem to have seized on the word ‘future’ in their marketing. But what’s
the line-up in the EV sector in the
present day?

C

Sokon’s Zhang Xinghai

Photo: Imagine China

One of the earliest manufacturers
to showcase a vehicle was LeEco,
which unveiled the LeSee sedan in
April 2016. Company founder Jia
Yueting declared that he was building “transportation for the future”.
(LeEco has since run out of money
and the car seems unlikely to have
much of a future at all.)
Then there is Future Mobility,
a Tencent and Foxconn-funded automaker which debuted its allelectric SUV Byton at Las Vegas’
annual Consumer Electronic Show
in January. Additionally Tencent is
a shareholder of Nio, while Tencent’s
archrival Alibaba is one of the key
shareholders in Xpeng Motor (see
WiC397).
Resultingly, the launch of another EV start-up was always going
to lack some of the same wow factor – even if it did fall back on familiar terminology. “Electric is the
future – and the future is now,”
trumpets the advertising material
from SF Motors, which had its formal launch in the US last week.
SF, which stands for San Francisco, is the California-based unit of
Sokon Industry Group, an automaker from Chongqing. Sokon is
listed in Shanghai and carried a
market value of about Rmb17 billion
($2.7 billion) as of this week.
The firm was founded in 1986 by
Chongqing native Zhang Xinghai. It
started as a small factory making

springs for local auto parts makers.
Then it branched out into more sophisticated shock absorbers. In
2003, according to the Beijing News,
Sokon became the first private sector automaker to cooperate directly
with a state-owned car firm (the
Dongfeng Group) in producing lowcost minivans, which remains its
core business.
Sokon’s ambitions in electric vehicles are much more recent, however, beginning with the $110 million takeover of the Indiana-based
heavy vehicle maker AM General
last June. A few months later SF Motors also bought a battery technology firm headed by a former Tesla
executive for $33 million. SF Motors
is run by Zhang’s son, John Zhang.
And in an interview with the Economic Observer last week, Zhang
junior insisted his start-up would
survive the brutal competition in
the EV universe. “The market is
huge… There are many opportunities for all and I don’t believe there
would be only two to three companies standing at the end,” he said.
Indeed, China Money Network
reports that there are at least six
Chinese EV start-ups worth $1 billion or more, adding up to a combined valuation of nearly $20 billion in the sector.
Another is Youxia Motors, which
announced last week that it has
raised Rmb5 billion ($794.7 million)
from Chinese private equity investors.
Meanwhile Sokon continued to
grab headlines this month by hinting that it might develop its own driverless car in partnership with leading AI firm Baidu.
The announcement resulted in a
spike in the company’s shares, Beijing News said, but it also attracted
the attention of market regulators.
The Shanghai Stock Exchange has
ordered Sokon to provide more details on the substance of the tie-up
with Baidu. n
8
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The next Alibaba?
Why a Tencent-backed start-up has Jack Ma worried

any of China’s proverbs concern money and one of the
most famous of all relates to its
corollary, haggling for a better
price: 嫌货才是买货人. In English it
translates as, “The people who bargain with you are the people who
will buy your goods.”
One of the country’s other great
truisms revolves around the need to
maintain ‘face’. Hence in pre-industrial days, people with goods to buy
or sell from the same village would
typically walk miles to designated
market areas out in the countryside
where they could haggle without being wuqing (i.e. be unfeeling). This
was not something they could do
on their own doorstep where they
were friends and neighbours and
renqing (favours) were more important: if I do a favour for you, I expect
one in return.
Now one company has honed
these concepts for twenty-first century shoppers and is making a lot
of money in the process. Pinduoduo
(PDD), which means ‘lots of groups’
in English, is one of China’s newest
unicorns (it was founded in 2014).
It is fast generating the buzz that
Alibaba once did. Indeed so worried
is Alibaba by its progress that the ecommerce giant launched a rival offering to PDD last month called
Taobao Tejia.
PDD’s C2M business model is
very simple. It offers consumers the
opportunity to buy direct from factories through WeChat, Tencent’s
dominant messaging app, but with
a twist. Each product has an official
price and a discount price if users
get their friends to join them in a

M

This three year-old app is breathing down Alibaba’s neck in e-commerce

Photo: Imagine China

group to buy together.
PDD has further refined the social commerce concept by taking viral marketing to its extreme. Its app
has a leader board showing the most
successful
groups.
Discount
coupons rapidly appear and disappear to encourage quick sales and
consumers can use one-click-pay to
facilitate speedier purchases.
Back in December, Walkthechat
(an agency which helps companies
optimise their WeChat services)
rated PDD as the fastest growing
app in the history of the Chinese internet. It also cited Cheetah Mobile’s
rankings for e-commerce apps:
these ranked Taobao number one
for the whole of 2017, with PDD right
behind it in the number two spot,
ahead of longer-established rivals
like JD.com and Vipshop.

PDD CEO and founder, Colin
Huang Zheng, is not shy about explaining why it has gone from
strength to strength. In an interview
with Bloomberg last April, he confidently predicted that PDD would
overtake the NASDAQ-listed Vipshop in customer numbers within
eight to 12 months. At the end of
2017, it was almost there with 114
million monthly active users (MAU)
compared to Vipshop’s 129 million,
JD.com’s 250 million and Taobao’s
532 million.
Huang says PDD is gaining market share because it is targeting less
wealthy consumers. According to
Analysys figures, 64.7% of PDD users
are in tier-three cities or below. Most
are female, older than 40 and extremely cost conscious.
As Huang told the domestic me9
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:

dia: “Our focus are ordinary folks,
not those living on Beijing’s fifth
ring road. When we talk about
consumption escalation it’s not
about facilitating Shanghainese
people to live like Parisians but
enabling people in provinces like
Anhui to have kitchen towel and
good food to eat.”
The ex-Google engineer is fond
of recalling a lunch he once had with
Warren Buffett who impressed on
him the virtues of simplicity and
common sense. As a result, PDD’s
best selling product is Kexinrou tissues, with an average price of Rmb1
per pack. Users can also customise
the product and one thing the factory which makes them has learned
is that they tend to prefer smaller
tissue sizes.
Some analysts have criticised
PDD’s business model. Wang Xiaoyan, an analyst with 86 Research,
tells Forbes that it has not quite got
its monetisation strategy right and
points out that the average customer spends just $50 on PDD per
year compared to $1,300 on Taobao
and $500 on JD.com.
However, as a Chinese axiom has
it 微利经营促销快，薄利广收如潮来
(small profits but quick turnover
soon lead to big profits). Huang also
says that PDD appeals to consumers’
desire to feel like they’re gaining an
advantage over others by negotiating a good price. The app is customised to feel like a game, feeding
into Huang’s background with another start-up, which offers roleplaying games on WeChat.
Financial analysts believe that ecommerce entrants like PDD and XiaoHongShu (Little Red Book) – an
app which helps people to shop and
swap tips on foreign products like
cosmetics – will underpin revenue
growth at China’s biggest logistics
companies like ZTO. They will allow
the logistics players to develop more
diversified income streams.
Huang says one of PDD’s great-

est strengths is its combination of
the winning elements from both Alibaba’s and Tencent’s business models (social and selling). “These two
companies don’t really understand
each other,” he told Bloomberg. Unlike PDD, “they don’t understand
how the other makes money”.
Few doubt the continuing
strong growth trajectory of China’s
broader e-commerce sector. Overall, China still only has a 56% internet penetration rate compared
to 82% in the US. And its existing
users have a much higher propensity to shop online. PWC’s 2017 report Total Retail noted that 61% of
Chinese consumers begin their
shopping experience on Alibaba’s
platforms compared to 39% of
Americans on Amazon.
This is another reason why analysts think PDD has a much higher
chance of success than Groupon,
which had to contend with an era
when there were no one-click payments and discounts were mailed
physically rather than electronically.
But it has not been all plain sailing.
China E-Commerce Research Centre
also reported that PDD attracted
more complaints than Taobao and
Tmall combined in 2016.
A scan of netizen comments
shows that many are unimpressed
by the level of fakes on the site, the
fact it does not seem to allow consumers to post negative product reviews and the frequent mishaps
with deliveries.
Yet, as one netizen concludes,
“You get what you pay for in life so
why is anyone surprised.”
In recent media interviews, PDD
highlights the fact it removed 10 million listings in 2017 and has set up a
$24 million fund to compensate
users. At the moment the company’s
investors are less worried by these
problems and are more focused on
its growth trajectory.
Banyan Capital, for example,
joined the $8 million series-A

round in 2015. One year later, PDD
raised $110 million through its series-B round, valuing the company
at $1.5 billion.
And just this week another $3 billion fundraising led by Tencent
(alongside Sequoia Capital China)
saw PDD enter ‘super-unicorn’ territory with a valuation of $15 billion, or
nearly 10 times it was worth less
than two years earlier.
Huang himself is someone who
appears to feel as much at home in
the US as China. After growing up in
Hangzhou in a family of factory
workers, he went to the University
of Wisconsin-Madison in the US before joining Google in 2004 where
he worked as an engineer on search
engine optimisation.
He returned to China in 2006 to
set up an e-commerce platform that
targeted consumer electronics,
which he subsequently sold in 2010.
He then established two new businesses: the previously mentioned
gaming company and another one,
which helped companies to market
their services on Alibaba and
JD.com.
He decided to retire in 2013 at the
age of 33 after developing an ear infection, but later had the idea for PDD.
Last year, he also told Bloomberg that
his biggest hero is Benjamin Franklin
because of the sheer number of
things he’d achieved in life. Huang
wants to do the same.
Another of his heroes is Steve
Jobs and Huang tells the domestic
media they have many things in
common.
Jobs returned to Apple because
he had something to prove and not
because he needed the money.
Money is not Huang’s motivation
either.
“You could praise Jobs or you
could insult him, but one thing you
couldn’t do is ignore him,” Huang
says. “My aim with Pinduoduo is to
make sure that you can’t ignore me
either.” n
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Naval gazing
China is driving an Asian arms race, writes Asian Affairs magazine’s Editor

he soldiers who battle China’s
enemies in the hit film Operation Red Sea are presented as fine
examples of the bravest men in the
People’s Liberation Army.
When the flag is raised during
one epic fight, it stirs such pride
among audiences that people rise
from their seats and cheer.
The film, which cost $72 million,
was funded entirely through the
military budget of China. Generals
deployed many resources to the
film-makers, including ships, helicopters and high-tech weaponry. Operation Red Sea recouped its investors’ money by reaching top
place at the Chinese box office. Yet
telling stories of military victory is
far less costly than fighting real wars.
In contrast to the characters in
the drama, the serving members of
the People’s Liberation Army have
practically no direct experience of
combat. The PLA has more personnel on active duty than both the
United States and Russia combined.
However, its numbers are being
reduced as China seeks to modernise its military with more advanced equipment, replacing thousands of boots on the ground with
more powerful weapons. At this
year’s National People’s Congress,
Premier Li Keqiang announced that
China will increase its defence
budget by 8.1%. Soon after his
speech, the strength of the PLA Navy
was put on display when about 40
vessels, including the aircraft carrier Liaoning conducted an exercise
in the Western Pacific. And this week
a separate three-day naval drill took
place near Hainan with a uniformed
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China plans to up defence spending by 8.1% this year
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President Xi Jinping in attendance.
“The PLA Navy has been gradually improving its ability to fight in
a high-intensity war. The navy has
been steadily building new ships
over the years. Just over the past two
years alone, over 40 new vessels
were commissioned or launched,”
says Koh Swee Lean Collin, from the
maritime security programme at
Nanyang University in Singapore.
As part of its naval modernisation,
China’s first domestically-built aircraft carrier is set to start sea trials
later this month, followed by the
launch of three more vessels, including a nuclear-powered aircraft
carrier, by 2025.
China is also boosting its air
power. It recently commissioned a
squadron of super-manoeuvrable
fighter jets from Russia, as part of a
$7 billion deal. Bob Savic, Senior Research Fellow at the Global Policy
Institute says: “Russia regards China
as its long-term privileged and reliable partner in Asia. It supplies all
the latest weapons, including longrange surface-to-air missile systems.

These contracts are lucrative for
Russia and benefit China with advanced technology.”
In return, China hopes that Russia will become a significant customer of its own rapidly growing defence industry. The Chinese Defence
Minister, Wei Fenghe, was guest of
honour at the Moscow Security Conference this month. One objective
of his trip was to demonstrate to the
Americans the close ties between
the armed forces of China and Russia. General Wei told his Russian
hosts: “We’ve come to support you."
These developments trouble the
Pentagon. Its National Defence
Strategy, published last year, described China and Russia as “revisionist powers” posing a central
challenge to US security.
One potential flashpoint is Taiwan, whose president, Tsai Ing-wen,
leads a political party which aspires
to greater autonomy from the mainland. In recent months, with Donald Trump’s encouragement, Taiwan
has strengthened its links with the
United States and is building up its
11
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military. Taiwan’s leaders have long
trusted that the US would come to
their military aid in the event of a
clash with China over independence. During the Taiwan Strait Crisis
of 1996, the US sailed an aircraft carrier between Taiwan and the mainland, without resistance.
Since then, China has pursued a
robust policy known as “anti-access/
area denial” or A2/AD, which sets
out to repel the US and its military
allies from the region. President Xi
recently warned that Taiwan would
face the “punishment of history” in
response to any attempt at separatism.
This January, it was a Chinese
rather than an American aircraft carrier which passed through the Strait
of Taiwan. And next week the PLA
will hold live fire drills in that politically sensitive body of water. The
Pentagon knows that China has deployed missile batteries along its
side of the Strait that are thought to
be capable of sinking aircraft carriers. The calculation: any US engagement in the region therefore carries
the risk of enormous losses.
Japan is training its forces to respond to China’s growing military
power. Earlier this month, around
1,500 members of the newly formed
Amphibious Rapid Deployment
Brigade – Japan’s version of the
American marines – took part in a
military exercise to recapture an island. And last week – for the first
time since 1945 – Japan’s five regional armies were put under the
coordination of a central command
station. The Wall Street Journal
commented that “rising security
threats, such as China’s challenge
to Japan’s southern islands have
prompted government officials to
highlight the splintered leadership
as a weakness that would hinder
quick and comprehensive deployment in a crisis.”
China’s “unilateral escalation is a
matter of strong concern,” Defence

Minister Onodera Itsunori said in a
speech to mark the opening of the
combined army command.
Prime Minister Abe Shinzo meanwhile hopes to hold a referendum
which could transform Japan’s Self
Defence Force into a full army, authorised to fight abroad in support
of its allies and overturning the
post-war constitutional ban.
Last year, members of parliament
discussed whether Japan should develop nuclear weapons, although this
is not being suggested as a policy option at this stage. Japan currently
spends around $50 billion annually
on defence, much less than the official Chinese figure of $174 billion and
a fraction in comparison with the
United States, which has raised its defence budget by 10% to $686 billion.
Unable to compete financially
with China on defence spending,
Japan is seeking accommodation
through diplomacy. The Chinese
Premier Li Keqiang is expected to
attend a trilateral summit in Tokyo
with Abe and his South Korean
counterpart Moon Jae-In early next
month, and there are provisional
plans for Abe to visit China in the
autumn.
Japan supports the quadrilateral
security initiative – known as the
quad group, a loose alliance with the
United States, Australia and India –
designed to counterbalance Chinese
influence. John Hemmings, director
of the Asia Studies Centre at the
Henry Jackson Society, says: “The
quad is a response to China’s attempts to dominate international
sea lanes and major trade routes. It’s
about deterring and shaping Chinese choices.”
China’s Foreign Minister, Wang
Yi, is dismissive. He claims the concept of the quad is like "sea foam"
and will dissipate soon.
China is the leading trading partner with 124 countries around the
world; the United States has that
role with 56 nations. Therefore,

most Asia-Pacific countries have
good reason to keep doing business
with China, despite reservations
about its politics. Australia’s prime
minister, Malcolm Turnbull, has
sometimes used hawkish rhetoric
on China but business leaders are
urging him not to let the talk undermine a vital trade link.
India is also wary of letting strategic rivalry thwart business opportunities. Prime Minister, Narendra
Modi, is due to meet President Xi in
Beijing in June. But Mohan Malik,
professor at the Asia Pacific Center
for Security Studies, says “A chill has
descended on Sino-Indian ties in recent years over a whole range of issues. There is particular concern
over China’s Belt and Road Initiative,
which could leave India surrounded
by military ports and put China on a
path to regional hegemony.”
Former Australian Prime Minister, Kevin Rudd, is a noted authority
on China. He believes its military
build-up is a response to the formidable presence of the US and its allies in the region. In a recent speech
to military cadets at West Point in
the United States he said: “China
sees its maritime periphery as
deeply hostile. It sees its traditional
territorial claims in the East and
South China Seas as under threat
and now routinely refers to these as
China’s core national interests –
placing them in a similar category
to Taiwan.”
Rudd also told the cadets he’d underestimated Xi:. “Five years ago, I
wrote that Xi would be China’s most
powerful leader since Deng. I was
wrong. He’s now China’s most powerful leader since Mao.” He continued: “For the rest of the world, Xi
represents a formidable partner,
competitor or adversary – depending on the paths that are chosen in
the future.”
Duncan Bartlett is the Editor of Asian
Affairs magazine and a former BBC
World Service presenter. n
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Keeping the door open
Xi Jinping’s speech in Boao takes a more conciliatory tone

n December 16, 1978 China
signed a joint communiqué
with the United States on establishing diplomatic relations. Just two
days later the Communist Party
held an all-important Third Plenum
of its 11th National Party Congress
to adopt economic reforms under
the ‘open door’ policy.
China celebrates the 40th anniversary of that meeting this year,
at a time when relations between
Beijing and Washington are souring
due to talk of a trade war.
The need to tone down the immediate tension explains why the
word ‘open’ often cropped up in the
keynote speech of Chinese president Xi Jinping at the Boao Forum
this week in Hainan.
“The door to China will not close,
it will only open wider and wider,”
he told business and world leaders
at the opening ceremony of the annual meeting.
It was Xi’s first major speech since
the world’s two biggest economies
started threatening each other with
tariffs on more than $150 billion
worth of goods.
So what has China to offer? Xi
pledged to improve the prospects
for foreign investors in China and
to strengthen protection of intellectual property rights, an issue that
prompted an American investigation and subsequently triggered the
tariff threat.
At the forefront of Xi’s promises
is a widening of market access, including a lowering of caps on foreign ownership in Chinese banks,
insurers and securities firms.
On manufacturing, Xi singled
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Xi: calling for calm
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out the automobile industry, suggesting that caps of foreign shareholdings in joint venture at 49%
would be relaxed this year.
Xi also promised to lower the import tariffs on imported vehicles
(mostly at 25% currently).
Foreign media described the
speech as an effort to stave off some
of the risks of an escalating trade
war. “It was a conciliatory gesture,
though far from surrender,” TIME
magazine suggested, while the
Nikkei Asian Review saw the “open
market” message as an “olive
branch” to Washington.
China’s state media outlets took a
different line. Indeed, the People’s
Daily reported most deliberately
that the speech shouldn’t “be mistaken as concessions aimed at defusing a looming trade war”.
The state-run newspaper further
insisted that Xi’s intended audience
was “the wider world” rather than
the US or Donald Trump, to whom
Xi made no direct reference during
his remarks.
There were indirect mentions of
the American president, however.

"In today's world, the trend of peace
and cooperation is moving forward
and a Cold War mentality and zerosum game thinking are outdated,”
Xi said. “Paying attention only to
one's own community without
thinking of others can only lead
into a wall.”
China’s critics say that they have
heard all these promises before and
the reason that the Trump administration is moving towards tariffs is
because it doesn’t believe that Beijing will deliver on the rhetoric.
However, on Wednesday, the central bank’s new governor Yi Gang
gave more details on how regulators would be opening up the financial sector. Yi announced that
the cap on foreign ownership in
banks would be lifted in the first
half of this year, while the ceiling
on shareholdings in securities firms
would be raised to 51% (and
scrapped in three years time).
A long-awaited pilot programme
to allow investors in London and
Shanghai to invest in each other’s
stock exchanges is likely to be rolled
out this year (and quotas for existing ‘connect’ schemes linking Shenzhen and Shanghai to Hong Kong
will be quadrupled).
Yi also rebuffed suggestions that
China would devalue its currency as
“a weapon of mass destruction” in a
trade conflict and he called for investors to judge the dispute from a
different perspective.
“American MNCs operating in
China have been rewarded with
massive profits,” Yi said. “The situation will look much better if this is
taken into consideration.” n
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Doing the robot
Cheetah boss upsets China’s robotics community with negative assessment

t the beginning of the movie
iRobot, Will Smith’s character,
Detective Spooner is saved by a
robot after he crashes into a river
and his car sinks into oblivion. But
it seems unlikely any of the world’s
current crop of robots would be
similarly capable of coming to the
aid of Cheetah Mobile founder and
CEO, Fu Sheng.
Fu, who claims he is scared of water, launched his first robotic product line recently by jumping into
the pool at Beijing’s Water Cube,
where the aquatic events of the
2008 Olympics were held. He didn’t
need saving on that occasion. That is
just as well as he doesn’t think a robot would currently be capable of
rescuing him.
Indeed,once he had dried off, Fu
argued that it is “almost impossible
to find a truly useful robot”. He then
proceeded to slam pretty much
every other manufacturer on the
planet for false advertising.
His targets included Jiaojiao, a
chat-bot who has conversations
with customers at a bank in Beijing
and Sophia, a robot made by a Hong
Kong-based firm. ‘She’ was the first
robot to be given citizenship by
Saudi Arabia last year and has even
played rock, paper, scissors with US
chatshow host, Jimmy Kimmel.
Fu informed delegates that a human operates Jiaojiao behind the
scenes, while Sophia’s dialogue is
pre-recorded. He concluded that the
industry is a long way from developing true AI,not least because we
“don’t even know how complicated
we humans are”. He added that, “if
man is created by God then God is
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an unsurpassed product manager”.
His remarks have not been well
received by many of his industry
peers, particularly Jesse Wang, head
of the Robot Founder Club (RFC),
who is threatening to sue Fu on behalf of its 130 members. Wang also
wrote on his WeChat account that
Cheetah’s own newly launched robots not only fail to advance robotics, but are also far more expensive
than their peers.
Fu himself remains unapologetic.
“They dislike the way I expressed
myself,” he has since told reporters.
“I can change that, but I can’t alter
the fact that the industry has technical problems. No one ever talks
about user needs.”
Fu added that Cheetah has to
make the jump from software to robotic hardware because the world is
transitioning to a phase where a few
tech companies could control the
entire industry chain.
The New York-listed company is
currently best-known for its suite of
mobile and PC system performance

tools such as Clean Master, Android’s leading optimisation app.
In March it unveiled five new robots: a smart speaker called Cheetah Voicepod, a receptionist robot
called Cheetah GreetBot, a children’s
companion called Cheetah FriendBot, a roaming vending machine
called Cheetah VendBot and a robotic barista called Cheetah Café.
Fu believes Cheetah’s suite of new
products will move robotics away
from industrial to consumer enduse. He says they will also help to
manage China’s demographic decline and free people from “repetitive, everyday tasks so they can devote more energy to thinking,
innovating and enjoying life”.
Such might be the case for the
world’s receptionists, child minders
and baristas were they to enjoy Fu’s
wealth. And if his latest move is successful, it will propel Cheetah’s $1.8
billion value higher.
Cheetah’s robotics arm, Orion,
may be set to join China’s estimated
164 unicorns. The government released figures at the end of March,
which showed that 60% of these
companies hailed (by value) from
four sectors: fintech, e-commerce,
smart hardware and transport.
Analysts believe that robotics
could contribute about 2% to 3% of
Cheetah’s near-term earnings and
the company has lined up an impressive array of clients.
Property firm SOHO will use the
GreetBots at its shared office spaces
and Xiaomi will use them in its retail stores, while 58.com will deploy
VendBots, a roaming vending machine. n
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Digging a hole
A warning from the IMF on Belt and Road loans

n April Fools’ Day this year,
the Chinese state broadcaster
CCTV ran a report which turned
out to be sadly not a hoax story.
It detailed the safety violations
in the construction of a highway in
Gansu province. The road was built
in 2011 as part of a Rmb1.6 billion
($250 million) plan to connect two
remote townships. Last year a
whistleblower revealed that a tunnel on the highway hadn’t been
built to a safe standard and that
deep fissures had appeared in its
walls. Following the tip-off, local authorities ordered Sino Nuclear, the
state-owned contractor responsible,
to close it for repairs. However, according to state television, the tunnel was never closed and the cracks
were simply painted over.
Just 24 hours after the latest revelations Gansu’s provincial government said it would rectify the situation and its website carried an
apology promising to “learn from
the incident, deeply reflect and improve ourselves, in order to satisfy
society in the future”.
The People’s Daily still gave the
local authorities a serious dressingdown. “Problems such as complying
in public but opposing in private, deceiving superiors and oppressing inferiors, doing discounted and flexible work, and being lazy and careless
have appeared more than once in
Gansu,” it scolded in an op-ed.
Scandals like these might once
have cast unwelcome aspersions on
one of Xi Jinping’s favourite foreign
policies: the Belt and Road Initiative
(BRI), which promises to deliver a
vast new network of roads, railways
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and transport infrastructure between China and Europe.
Projects identified with Belt and
Road origin have now spread across
86 countries and racked up $50 billion of outbound investment, the
South China Morning Post reports.
In fact, the construction work under the auspices of the plan has
largely overcome China’s former
reputation as a manufacturer of
low-grade or shoddy goods and the
country’s firms now take the lead
on many of the world’s largest infrastructure projects.
That’s not to say that some of the
projects haven’t already experienced
delays and cost overruns, as the
Nikkei Asian Review reported last
month, including a $6 billion railway line in Indonesia that was celebrated as a landmark event for the
Chinese in outbidding Japanese rivals (see WiC299).
Because of the delays, the Indonesian government has just admitted that the railway won’t be
running in 2019 as planned.
Difficulties like these may be less
of a concern in markets where there
is little alternative to Belt and Road
finance.
But elsewhere in the world, there
are words of warning for nations
that sign up too enthusiastically for
Belt and Road projects.
Christine Lagarde, managing director of the IMF, acknowledged at
the Boao Forum this month that the
infrastructure initiative was providing much-needed financing, but
she urged that it shouldn’t be regarded as “a free lunch” by the nations that accept it.

Shoddy work: the tunnel in Gansu
Some of the ventures could lead
to a “problematic” increase in debt
levels, she also warned, restricting
other spending because of debt
servicing obligations.
As an example, Beijing has lent
at least $1.4 billion to Djibouti over
the last two years – a total that’s
more than 75% of the east African
country’s annual GDP. There are reasonable grounds for wondering how
that is going to be paid back.
The wider suspicion is that the
Chinese will want something in return for their largesse. Hence the observation from the former US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson on a trip
to Africa shortly before he left office that “China offers the appearance of an attractive path to development, but in reality is trading
short-term gains for long-term dependency.”
But Xi Jinping used his keynote
address at the Boao Forum in
Hainan to deny the notion of ulterior motives behind the infrastructure plan.
“The Belt and Road Initiative is
not a Chinese plot, as some people
internationally have said,” he told
the gathering. “China will not engage in geopolitical games for selfish ends, nor will it create an exclusive club, nor will it force trade deals
on others from above.”n
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Quantum leap
Evergrande to invest Rmb100 billion in tech space

tarbucks irked some of its customers in 2011 when it expunged its name and the word
“coffee” from its logo. The rebranding was aimed at giving the coffee
retailer more flexibility to push
into new business areas such as
groceries.
Some of the biggest Chinese
property firms have also been
changing their names as they try to
expand beyond bricks and mortar.
Hong Kong-listed stocks Agile, Longfor and Times all dropped “property”
from their company names last year,
for instance. Such “depropertisation”, as the 21CN Business Herald
puts it, underlines a trend that has
seen the real estate giants operating
not only as developers but also competing in new markets such as logistics, tourism, medical services and
care for the elderly.
Vanke, a developer which has cemented its reputation as a provider
of “good houses and good communities” since its inception in 1984,
has undergone a makeover too.
In its 2017 financial results presentation last month – where it reported 45% growth in home sales to
Rmb530 billion ($84 billion) – Vanke
said it was repositioning into “urban
and rural development” and as a “living services provider”.
“It is very clear the era of runaway
home prices and large shortages has
ended in China,” Vanke’s chairman
Yu Liang told analysts.
Yu added that Vanke will move
away from a focus on high sales volumes in this “new era” for the residential market, and concentrate
more on “customer experience”.
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Perhaps Yu’s remarks were designed to resonate with policy directives from the central government:
these demand China’s economic
growth focus more on the ‘quality’ of
the GDP added rather than the percentage rate alone.
But when it comes to riding on the
policy tailwinds, few have done it
better than Evergrande’s chairman
Xu Jiayin.
Xu changed his company’s name
from Guangzhou Evergrande Properties to China Evergrande Group two
years ago. Its hefty investment in
football, including a team under the
Evergrande brand and heavy spending on soccer youth academies, has
been seen as a response to Xi Jinping’s dreams of turning China into
a football powerhouse. Evergrande
has also expanded into cinema
chains and movie production. And
in February it reinforced its ambition to be a flag bearer for the nation’s much-desired ‘soft power’
through a partnership with China
Film Group for a domestic format
to rival the imported widescreen
technology, IMAX (see WiC401).
Evergrande is not done with diversification yet. Late last month Xu
announced another new dawn for
his firm: he aligned it with government ambitions to transform China
into a global leader in tech.
Xu told reporters that Evergrande
would invest large sums in industries such as aerospace, quantum
technology and artificial intelligence.
And last week there was news of
the first deal: the property heavyweight will cooperate with the Chi-

Xu Jiayin: taking to the skies
nese Academy of Sciences in investing Rmb100 billion in three ‘advanced science’ hubs. “The three
bases will provide world-class facilities and support for scientists and
we will make them world-class innovation centres, and a hub for global
top scientists,” Xu promised.
As the South China Morning Post
has pointed out, Xu likes to trumpet
his love of his country. Last year he
gave a speech in which he recalled
his humble childhood and said that
without state aid, he wouldn’t have
finished his studies.“Everything
Evergrande has today, it owes to the
Party and the state. I say this from
deep within my heart,” he vowed.
Of course, the science hubs may
turn out to be property developments in a different guise. 21CN has
also noted that most of the new
businesses launched by other property firms are lossmaking or, at best,
make minimal contributions to
their core businesses.
Others wonder whether the property tycoons have the expertise to
run their diversifying empires. A potential precedent for Evergrande’s
Xu is Wanda property boss Wang
Jianlin, who promised two years ago
that his new division Wanda Tech
would soon earn Rmb10 billion a
year in profit, only to shut the tech
unit in January (see WiC394). n
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Ready to play (and pay)
Spielberg’s virtual reality movie proves a big hit with China’s online gamers

s a filmmaker, Steven Spielberg has always tried to strike
a balance between more substantial
material and more commercial fare
– he made Schindler’s List and Jurassic Park in the same year, for instance – but lately, his more serious
work has performed better than
some of his blockbuster efforts at
the box office.
The Post (2017), Bridge of Spies
(2015) and Lincoln (2012) all earned
critical acclaim and financial success. On the other hand, The BFG, a
family-friendly
fantasy
film
adapted from Roald Dahl’s book,
was a big flop in 2016. Similarly, The
Adventures of Tintin was another
commercial disappointment.
So Warner Brothers was relieved
when Spielberg’s latest effort Ready
Player One proved an instant hit.
The nostalgia-filled science-fiction
adventure has won over fans in
China too, collecting over Rmb800
million ($127.1 million) in ticket sales
since its release. With frenzied word
of mouth – on Douban, the film and
TV series review site, it has received
a spectacular rating of 8.9 out of 10
– and long lines at cinemas have industry observers predicting that the
film could surpass Rmb1.5 billion by
the end of its run.
That would be a record for both
Warner Brothers and Spielberg in
China.
Ready Player One tells the story of
a young hero (Tye Sheridan) joining
a video-game-style quest with his
crush (played by actress Olivia
Cooke). Subject matter like this is
tapping directly into China’s mobile
gaming craze and Zhang Bowen,
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chief executive of Bravo Entertainment, which is promoting the film,
told Entertainment Industry, an entertainment news blog, that the key
to generating momentum is getting
people likely to love the film to be
the first to see it. Instead of promoting Ready Player One as a family-friendly flick, Warner Brothers
and Bravo have targeted people
who love video games so as to create a buzz.
Relying on gamers alone isn’t
enough, however. Previous blockbusters like World of Warcraft and

Assassin’s Creed were also based on
popular video games but they
flopped. And judging by the online
reviews, the biggest difference lies
in Spielberg’s filmmaking. “From
the perspective of a film genre,
Ready Player One is certainly one
of Spielberg's best sci-fi movies.
Throughout the whole viewing experience, one can imagine how
comic fans, gaming fans, and
movie buffs would immerse themselves in the film. By the end of the
film, we are left with the same
warmth and sentimentality that is
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so often found in Spielberg’s classic
films,” says ZOL.com.cn, a portal.
Chinese audiences seem to agree.
“Spielberg combined his dreams,
enthusiasm, love and nostalgia all
into this one film. Everything he is
good at, everything he knows and
everything he wants to say are all in
this one film. The last scene, which
delivers the line, ‘thank you for playing my game,’ pushes the whole
film to its climax. It is as if Spielberg
himself is saying, ‘thank you for
watching my film’,” one delighted
netizen wrote on Douban (and you
don’t get word-of-mouth much better than that).
Despite the strong performance
of Ready Player One, Hollywood’s
outlook on the Chinese market hasn’t been quite as celebratory. With a
trade war said to be looming, many
in the industry are worried that a
deal with Beijing to increase the
number of foreign films screening
in the country – as well as getting a
more favourable share of the takings – could fall through as part of
Chinese retaliation against the
Trump administration.
According to Variety, prior to last
week’s White House threat to slap
tariffs on over 1,300 products from
China, many studio execs had expressed confidence that the number
of foreign film imports would jump
from 34 per year to as many as 50.
There were also discussions
about a new agreement that would
widen the range of companies allowed to work as distributors, thus
boosting the financial terms for the
studios, and even hopes of an end to
the so-called blackout period, when
foreign films are shut out to give domestic films a boost.
These periods usually coincide
with the busiest moviegoing seasons, which are the Lunar New Year,
the May Day holiday, the summer
season from mid-July to mid-August,
and the second half of December.
Talk of a trade war also comes at

a time when Hollywood was showing signs of losing some of its
mojo in the Chinese film market.
Before Ready Player One, other major titles like Tomb Raider and Pacific Rim: Uprising, had met with
negative reviews and some local
commentators have even argued
that regulators should import
fewer Hollywood-backed films and
give more of the quota to Bollywood instead.
The success of Dangal, which
took Rmb1.3 billion at the Chinese
box office, has seen local audiences
grow more receptive to Indian films.
Secret Superstar, another Bollywood
export, took almost Rmb800 million during its run in January.
Last week, Hindi Medium also
beat expectations, taking second
place in sales behind Ready Player
One. The movie, which tells the
story of a couple who aspire to give
their daughter the best education
possible, has struck a chord with
anxious middle-class parents.
“From the perspective of a subject
matter, Indian films are fearless in
tackling controversial themes,
whether it is about racial issues, or
religion and politics. After the enthusiastic response in China for the
several Indian films that were released in the country, China has also
become more open in the discussion of religion and gender topics,”
Xinhua acknowledged.

Wrong lesson
Allegations that academics
abused their grad students
uring Qing Ming, or Tomb
Sweeping Day, a woman
named Li Youyou posted a short online account of her friend’s suicide
20 years earlier.
Gao Yan, she said, had been a
happy, conscientious undergradu-

D

Accused: Peking University
ate at Peking University in the
mid-1990s.
One of her teachers Shen Yang,
now 62, had shown a special interest
in her, inviting her round for chats
about writing and linguistics.
One night he raped her and when
rumours began to circulate that the
two were romantically involved she
took her own life, unable to bare
whispers – put about by Shen – that
she was mentally unstable and had
seduced him.
“Gao was less than half your age…
Like a wolf you took her virginity, her
youth and her dreams,” wrote Li.
She then called on Shen to apologise to Gao’s parents who were now
“old and sick”.
The article, which was widely
picked up by the media, has fed into
an ongoing debate about abuse of
power in Chinese higher education.
In December Yang Baode, a PhD
student from Xi’an’s Jiao Tong University drowned himself after
months of abuse by his academic
supervisor, who made him clean her
apartment, wash her car and play
mahjong with her.
The suicide seems to have been
triggered when the supervisor refused to sign papers that would
have allowed Yang to study abroad,
his girlfriend said.
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Then in March, a Master’s student
at Wuhan University’s School of Automation called Tao Chongyuan
jumped off the sixth floor of his
dormitory building.
Tao’s family and friends claimed
he had also been made to carry out
domestic chores, including cooking
and laundry, for his supervisor
Wang Pan.
Wang was alleged to have insisted
that Tao call him father and applied
for a scholarship on Tao’s behalf,
which he then had to “donate” to
Wang’s research institute.
Tao likewise wanted to transfer
overseas but Wang refused to sign
his application for government
funding.
Tao’s final message to his mother
was: “I can no longer tolerate this. I
don’t know how to escape Wang
Pan”.
In all three cases the teachers
deny wrongdoing. Shen was given a
demerit after Peking University’s
enquiry into Gao’s death in 1998,
but he kept his job and eventually
took up posts at Nanjing University
and Shanghai Normal University.

After Li’s recently published letter he was removed from his current position because he hadn’t declared the demerit when he was
hired. Zhou and Wang have also
been barred from supervising other
graduate students.
Yet most people feel the responses have been insufficient and
education professionals have been
calling for an overhaul of the
teacher-student relationship, which
would put limits on the power of academic supervisors.
“It is an indisputable fact that a
considerable number of postgraduate students are plagued by relationships with mentors,” complained ThePaper.cn. “In fact, being
‘controlled’ by a tutor is a very common phenomenon”.
Sohu News said academic supervisors often treat post-graduate students as personal secretaries, nannies or “slaves”, and one of its
cartoons featured a mortar board attached to a ball and chain.
For Phoenix TV, the Confucian
idea of the teacher as a father is
partly to blame: “The traditional ap-

prenticeship-style teacher-student
relationship has a profound impact
on the Chinese style of supervisor
system – there is no ‘abuse of power’,
only ‘absolute obedience’”.
Media commentaries stopped
short of asking about the wider implications of this unappealing aspect of academic culture – such as
how it must prove detrimental to
Beijing’s goals of encouraging more
creativity and innovation.
Students and family members
have now taken matters into their
own hands by staging protests outside the offices of the accused professors and pushing for meetings
with university officials.
Several users of online forums
like Zhihu have been encouraging
people to make use of mysupervisor.org – a website created by a Chinese postgraduate in 2013 – to help
students choose more beneficial supervisors abroad.
“To prevent tragedies from happening again, we need to disclose
these monsters’ names bravely,” another added of the power-crazed academics at home. n

Your China website keeps getting bigger
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And Finally

Smartphone scams
Meet China’s ultimate con artist

ant to be a top-notch scammer? Two recent stories from
China show you need little more
than a mobile phone.
The first involves Zhang Junbo, a
41 year-old inmate serving jail time
in Heilongjiang province.
Zhang was sentenced to 13 years
in 2003 for grievous bodily harm
and kidnap, but since 2009 he has
defrauded at least five people of millions of yuan.
His primary victim was a Ms
Wang, whom he met online in 2009
after bribing prison guards to give
him a smartphone. He lured her
into thinking they were in love and
began asking her for money so he
could get his sentence commuted.
Within the first year of their relationship she transferred Rmb3.4 million ($540,421) to people who, she was
told, would help free her “boyfriend”.
Even when Zhang was put in solitary confinement he managed to
keep his mobile phone.
By early 2010 Wang realised something was up. She confronted Zhang
and then asked the negligent jail to
compensate her. The prison agreed
to repay Rmb500,000 if she promised not to go public with the story.

W

But in 2013 Zhang contacted her
and offered to pay back the rest of
her money if she would first transfer him some cash. Incredibly, Wang
still believed in her “ex-boyfriend”
until 2015, when Zhang was found
guilty of defrauding Wang (again)
and given another 15 years in jail.
Last month 14 guards were also
found guilty of assisting him – including five who laundered money
that Zhang received from Wang.
Yet there are plenty of conmen in
the outside world who have used
their smartphone cameras to make
a quick buck.
This month Ma Hong, the owner
of a helicopter company in Shenzhen, outed a so-called ‘weishang’ or
weibo sales person as a fraud.
The man – who sold business development classes online – was
caught repeatedly breaking into
Ma’s helicopter showroom to pose
with the machines.
The self-proclaimed (but fake)
billionaire then posted the photos
online to show how rich he had become – and thus how useful his
business classes were likely to be.
Weishang often sell products
such as cosmetics and weight loss

Next victim?
pills. They use social media to promote their products to friends and
relatives, and encourage others to
buy in bulk so they can also acts as
vendors.
They often post photos showing
how wealthy they are in order to get
others to buy into their sales
schemes. Last year a report by the
Beijing Consumer Association
found that 55% of products sold by
weishang had quality issues and
50% of vendors refused to refund or
replace damaged goods.
A video shot in a luxury car
salesroom last year shows a group of
weishang faking pictures, including
one where they stand by a banner
congratulating themselves on
reaching their yearly sales target.
That has prompted netizens to
make their own mock weishang
photos, in which they variously
claim to have bought their own
high-speed train, the Forbidden City
or (perhaps most creatively) the
4,500-year-old Pyramids of Giza. n

Proclamation of love
“I need China. More than anybody else at this point, I need China. I simply love Xi Jinping”

Photo: Reuters

* Philippines leader Rodrigo Duterte speaking on the eve of his trip to the Boao Forum this
week. He added of Xi: “He understood, he understands my problem and is willing to help, so I
would say thank you China.”

Rodrigo Duterte
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In Numbers
158
New smartphone models marketed in
China between January and March, down
15% on the year. Total handset shipments
in the period dropped 26% to 81.9 million,
government data shows.

52.83 gigawatts (GW)

Photo: Reuters

Total capacity added by China’s solar panel
installations in 2017. This raised China’s
total PV power generating capacity to
130.25 GW, which is higher than the target
set in the current Five-Year Plan to reach
110 GW by 2020.

Slower gear: Formula One driver Lewis Hamilton walking the Shanghai
International Circuit ahead of the Chinese F1 Grand Prix this weekend

Where is it?

Heilongjiang

2,334
The number of public-private partnership
projects that local governments in China
have scrapped, worth a total of Rmb2.25
trillion ($357 billion), Caixin Weekly
reported.

Rmb180,000

Some of the places referred to in this issue
Gansu

The punishment levied on Alipay by China’s
central bank for inadequate customer
rights protection, publishing misleading
advertising, and misappropriation of
personal financial information.

Beijing

Shanghai
Hangzhou

Hubei

Sichuan

Chongqing

Wuhan

Guangzhou

Shenzhen

Hong Kong

Hainan

Rmb10 billion
The size of the Xiong'An Global Blockchain
Innovation Fund announced upon the
opening of the Hangzhou Blockchain
Industrial Park on April 9. About 30% of the
portfolio will be ‘guided’ by the local
government.
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